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This paper provides new necessary and sufftcient conditions for a Gaussian ran- 
dom field to have a Gohberg-Krein representation in terms of an n-parameter 
Wiener process (n > 1). As an application, it demonstrates the nonexistence of a 
Gohberg-Krein representation of W,,, - ,rf IV,,, in terms of the two-parameter 
Wiener process W,, with (s, I) E [0, a] x [0, b] for 0 <a < 1,0 < b < 1. a: 1985 
Academic Press, Inc 
By an n-parameter Wiener process (n = 1, 2, 3,...) on a complete 
probability space (a, Z, P) we mean a sample continuous Gaussian 
process ( W, P) indexed by the points of D, = [0, I]” (the Cartesian 
product of n copies of [0, 11) with mean function 0 and covariance 
r(S 1 T’.., S,? t,)=n:=, minisi, ti). Following [I, p. 3621, we let FKo 
be the sigmkzld generated by { W.I: x E D,} and we consider a probability 
measure Q on (a, FKo) such that ( W, Q) is a Gaussian process with mean 
0 and covariance To. We assume .that Q is absolutely continuous with 
respect o P relative to Fw,O. Then, because the measures are Gaussian, P 
and Q are mutually absolutely continuous. We now consider Q to be 
defined on F”‘, the completion of FKo. 
L( W; s) with s = (s, ,..., sn) E D, denotes the closed subspace of 
L*(sZ, FW, P) spanned by { W,: u = (u, ,..., u,, ) with U, < S, for each i}. 
L( w, l,..., 1) is abbreviated as L(W). 
A representation of the Gaussian process ( W, Q) in terms of ( W, P) is a 
stochastic process Y= (Y,) with s ED, defined on (Sz, FW, P) such that 
(Y, P) is a mean zero Gaussian process with covariance TQ and Y, E L( W) 
for all s in D,. A representation Y is nonanticipatioe (NA) if Y, E L( W; s) 
for all s in D,. Y is strongly NA if L( Y; s) = L( W; s) for all s in D,. 
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A Gohberg-Krein (G-K) representation of X= ( W, Q) in terms of 
W= (W, P) is defined to be a representation Y of X having the form 
Y, = (I+ V) W, where V is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on L(W) which 
leaves invariant the spaces L( Cy; s) and has no nonzero eigenvalues. M. 
Hitsuda [4] showed that a G-K representation of (W, Q) in terms of 
( W, P) always exists if n = 1. A central result in Cl] is 
THEOREM B-K 1. If a strongly NA representation of ( W, Q) in terms of 
( W, P) exists, then a G-K representation of ( W, Q) in terms of ( W, P) also 
exists. 
Reference [l] also shows that a G-K representation may not exist (if 
n > l), and gives a formula for using a G-K representation to compute the 
likelihood ratio dQ/dP relative to F@“. While Bromley and Kallianpur 
address the question of the existence of a G-K representation in several of 
the results of [l], we do not see how to apply their results to demonstrate 
that the process W,,<-st W,,, has no G-K representation in terms of the 
two-parameter Wiener process W,,, on [0, a] x [0, b] for 0 <a< 1, 
0 < b < 1, for example. 
The purpose of this paper is to derive a test for the existence of a G-K 
representation and to apply the test to the process W,,,-st W,,, . The test we 
obtain is a generalization of Theorem B-K 1, and we believe that the 
results for W,,,-stW,,, are also new. 
Our main theorem (Theorem 2) is valid for n-parameter processes, n > 1, 
but to simplify the notation we will state our results for n = 2. The reader 
will have no difftculty extending Theorem 2 to n > 2: The arguments refer- 
ring to 17, and 17, can be applied to ZZ, and ZZi for i = 2,..., n. 
The existence of the types of representations discussed above is effectively 
studied by investigating the factorizations of the bounded linear operator S 
on the reproducing kernel Hilbert space of W (RKHS( W)) determined by 
s, r(. Aw)=&(~ 7. ; s, t) for all (s, t) in D,. (See the first paragraph 
of this paper for the definitions of these covariance functions denoted by 
Z’.) It was shown in [7] that S is bounded, invertible, selfadjoint, and 
positive definite. Also, S = I- T where T is Hilbert-Schmidt (because P 
and Q are mutually absolutely continuous). See [ 1, 5, 61 for more com- 
plete references to the history of the framework which we are now 
introducing. 
It is convenient to use the isometric isomorphism U from L’(D,) to 
RKHS( W) given by Ufls, t) = J:, [;fl~, u) dudu so that we may study fac- 
torizations of S= U-‘SU on L2(D2) rather than factorizations of S. Each 
NA representation of (W, Q) in terms of ( W, P) corresponds to a fac- 
torization S= A*A such that A leaves invariant each space L(s, t) 
= (1~ L’(D, ): f is supported on [O, s] x [0, t]}. See [5, Chap. 9; 11. We 
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then call S = A *A a NA factorization of S. The representation 
corresponding to A is strongly NA if and only if A maps L(s, t) onto L(s, t) 
for each (s, t) E D, (in which case we speak of a strongly NA factorization). 
The representation is G-K if and only if A = Z+ V where V is a 
Hlbert-Schmidt operator on L*(D,) which leaves the spaces L(s, t) 
invariant and has no nonzero eigenvalues. Define x1 = {L(s, 1): 0 <s < 1 } 
and x2 = { L( 1, t): 0 B t < 1). If the factorization S = A* A corresponds to a 
G-K representation, we call it a G-K factorization of S along (x1, x2). 
(Unlike the G-K factorizations along a single chain of subspaces, to be 
introduced later, such a G-K factorization may not exist.) 
For any Hilbert space H, we will denote the Banach space of bounded 
linear operators on H by B(H). R(A) denotes the range of A for A in B(H). 
rp(A) is the orthogonal projection on the closure of the range of A. “A 
commutes with B” means AB= BA. For the Hilbert spaces of random 
variables, the scalars are the real numbers, but Theorem 1 applies to a real 
or complex Hilbert space. 
We begin with a general observation about factorizations of positive 
definite operators on Hilbert spaces. 
THEOREM 1. Let S be a self-adjoint, bounded, linear operator on a 
Hilbert space H such that S> 61 for some 6 > 0. Suppose that P and Q 
belong to B(H). The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) There exists A in B(H) such that A*A = S and rp(AP) commutes 
with rp(AQ). 
(ii) rp(AP) commutes with rp(AQ) for all A such that A* A = S. 
Proof of Theorem 1. (ii) implies (i): Taking A = S112 demonstrates that 
a factorization S = A* A always exists, so this implication is trivial. 
(i) implies (ii): Suppose A* A = S. Then A = VS”’ for some isometry V 
is the polar decomposition of A. 
rp(AP) = Vrp(S1’2PS1/2) V* (1) 
because the right-hand side of (1) is selfadjoint and idempotent and has the 
same range as AP. Likewise rp(AQ) = V(rp(S1’2QS1’2))V*. If rp(AP) 
commutes with rp(AQh then Vrp(S1’2QS1/2) rp(S”‘PS”‘)V* 
= Vrp(S”‘PS”‘) rp(S1/2QS1/2)V*. This implies (by virtue of the fact that 
V* V = I) that 
rp(S”‘PS”‘) commutes with rp(S1/2QS1’2). (2) 
Now the representation (1) applied to any B with B*B= S may be written 
rp( BP) = V,rp(S”2PS1’2) V$ and rp( BQ) = V,rp( S”2QS1’2) V$ where V, is 
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the isometry in the polar decomposition of B. Using (2), we may conclude 
that rp(BP) commutes with rp(BQ). 1 
Let P,, denote the orthogonal projection of L2(D2) onto L(s, t). Define 
fl, = { P,l : 0 6 s 6 1 } and I-I2 = {P,,, : 0 d t < 11. P,, commutes with P,,] 
because each projection is merely multiplication by the indicator function 
of a certain cube. 
COROLLARY. rf( W,P) and (W,Q) are as described at the beginning of 
this paper and ( W, Q) has a strongly NA representation in terms of ( W, P), 
then for every factorization S = A* A of the induced operator S on L2(D2 ), 
rp(AP,,) commutes with rp(AP,,) for UN (s, t, u, v) in D,. 
Proof: n, and n2 are commuting chains, and the strong NA property 
means that S = B* B for some B satisfying B(M) = M for all M in Ci(i = 1 
or 2). Thus rp( BP,, ) = P,, commutes with P,, = rp( BP,,, ). The corollary 
therefore follows immediately from Theorem 1. [ 
We stated the preceding corollary merely to clarify the relationship of 
Theorem 1 to our main result, Theorem 2, whose proof owes a large debt 
to the work of Bromley and Kallianpur [l]. 
We continue to work with the setting described at the beginning of the 
paper with S the induced operator on L2(D2). 
THEOREM 2. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(0) ( W, Q) has a G-K representation in terms of ( W, P). 
(1) S has a G-K factorization along (C, , C2 ). 
(2) rp(S”2P,,,S1’2) commutes with rp(S112P1,, S’12) for all (s, t) in D,. 
(3) There exists a bounded linear operator A on L2(D2) such that 
A*A = S and rp(AP,, ) commutes with rp(AP,,,) for all (s, t) in D,. 
(4) For every bounded linear operator A on L*(D,) such that 
A*A = S, rp(AP,, ) commutes with rp(AP,,,) for all (s, t) in D,. 
Remarks. (i) The existence of NA factorizations which are not 
strongly NA (for n = 1, 2,...) was established in [2], where it was asked 
whether the existence of a NA factorization implied the existence of a G-K 
factorization. That question remains an open problem which may refor- 
mulated with the use of Theorem 2: If S has a NA factorization S= A* A, 
does it follow that rp(AP,, ) commutes with rp(AP,,,) for all (s, t) in D2? 
Perhaps this formulation suggests an approach for answering the question 
negatively. 
(ii) Theorem 2 is a generalization of Theorem 7 of [l] (Theorem 
B-K 1, above), which states that the existence of a factorization S = A* A 
with rp(AP,,,)= P,,, and rp(AP,,)= P,,, for all (s, t) in D, implies the 
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existence of a G-K representation. Of course this sufficient condition for a 
G-K factorization implies that condition (3) of Theorem 2 holds because 
n, and n, are commuting chains. However, we will rest a substantial por- 
tion of our argument upon Bromley and Kallianpur’s proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Conditions (0) and (1) are equivalent by the dis- 
cussion prior to Theorem 1, while conditions (2), (3), and (4) are 
equivalent by Theorem 1. Condition (1) implies (3) because n, and n2 are 
commuting chains and G-K factorizations are strongly NA. (To prove that 
G-K factorizations are strongly NA, observe that if S = (I+ V*)(Z+ I’) is a 
G-K factorization then both Z+ I’ and (Z+ V)-’ = C,“= 0 ( - V)” leave the 
spaces L(s, t) invariant. It follows that (I+ V)(L(s, t))= L(s, t).) Thus it 
remains to be proved that (3) implies (1). 
Assume (3) holds. By Theorem B of [ 1 ] (the required version of the fac- 
torization theory developed by Gohberg and Krein in [ 3]), 
S= (I+ V*)(Z+ V) where I’ is a Hilbert-Schmidt, Volterra operator and 
Z+ V maps L(s, 1) onto L(s, 1). This factorization is called the 
“Gohberg-Krein factorization of S along the chain xi.” Define 
J=A(Z+ V))’ where A is the operator given by condition (3). J*J=Z, so 
J is isometric. R(JP,,, ) = R(AP,, ) because (I+ V)-‘(L(s, 1)) = L(s, 1). 
JP,,J* is selfadjoint and idempotent and has the same range as AP,,, so 
JP,,,J* = rp(AP,, ), which commutes with rp(AP,,,) by hypothesis. 
rp(AP,,,) = Jrp((Z+ V)P1,,)J*. (One need only check that the selfadjoint, 
idempotent operator on the right-hand side has the required range: J rp((Z 
+ VP,,,) J* (L*(b)) = Jrp(U + VPl,, U2W2 )I = J(Z+ JW(L t)) 
= R(A(Z+ V)-‘(I+ VP,,,) = R(AP,,,).) 
We now have JP,,, J* commuting with Jrp((Z+ V)PI,,)J*, or 
J(P,, rp((Z+ v)P,,,)-rp((Z+ V)P,,,)P,,, )J* =O. Applying J* on the left 
and J on the right, we see that P,, commutes with rp((Z+ V)PI,,). 
The completion of the proof is provided by the following result from 
Cll. 
THEOREM B-K 2. Let S = (I+ V*)(Z+ V) be the Gohberg-Krein fat- 
torization for S along the chain C,. Zf rp((Z+ V)P,,,) commutes with P,,, for 
all (s, t) in D,, then (I+ V*)(Z+ V) is also the Gohberg-Krein factorization 
for S along x2 (that is, rp((Z+ V)P,,,) = P,,, for all t in Dl). 
Proof: See [ 1, pp. 37&372] from formula (28) to line 11, p. 372. 1 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 1 
We now give one more necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of a G-K factorization. 
THEOREM 3. Let S= A* A. Then S has a G-K factorization along 
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(x1, x2) if and only if there exists an isometry W on L2(D,) such that 
WP,, W* = rp(AP,,) for all (s, t) in D,. 
Proof: Suppose S = (I+ V*)(Z+ V) is a G-K factorization along 
(xi, Cz) and define W= A(Z+ V)-‘. WW* = (I+ V*)-‘A*A(Z+ V)-’ 
= (I+ I’*)-‘(I+ V*)(Z+ V)(Z+ V)-’ =I, so W is an isometry. R( WP,,) 
= R(APs,, 1, so WP,, W* = rp( WP,, I= rp(AP.,, 1. 
Conversely, suppose that W is an isometry satisfying this last stated con- 
dition. The rp(AP,,,) = WP,,, W* commutes with WP,,I W* so S has a 
G-K factorization by Theorem 2. a 
This completes our development of the general theory. We now move 
toward the application mentioned in the abstract. In [6, p. 2431 G. 
Kallianpur exhibits a useful NA representation of the Brownian bridge 
W(-t W, in terms of the Wiener process on [0, a] for a < 1. Specifically, the 
Wiener integral (1 - t) s:, (i/( 1 - u)) dW, for t in [0, a] is the restriction of 
a Brownian bridge. (The restriction to [0, a] is necessary in order that the 
Gaussian measures corresponding to the Wiener process and the Brownian 
bridge be mutually absolutely continuous.) 
Both 2ss,l= Ws,t-sW,,r- tWS,l +stW,,, and Y,,,= Ws,,-stW,,, have 
some claim to being two-parameter analogues of the Brownian bridge. 
Define 
for s < a < 1 and t < b < l&See [S] for the integral with respect o the two- 
parameter Wiener process.) x is a representation of J? because X 
is a Gaussian process with mean 0 and covariance ExS,, Ty,= = (1 - s) 
(1 - t)(l - y)(l-z) ~;,A’j;A’(l-~)-2 (l-u)-2dudv = (SAY) 
(t A z) +sytz-sy(t A z) - tz(s A y) = ETs,, 2y,,, where t A z denotes the 
minimum of t and z. B is then obviously a NA representation of 8 in terms 
of W for (s, t) in [0, a] x [0, b]. 
In contrast, we have the following 
EXAMPLE. The process Y on [O,a] x [0, b] defined by 
Y,, = W,,, - UUW,,, has no Gohberg-Krein representation in terms of a 
Wiener process (0 < a < 1,0 < b < 1). 
Proo$ Define X,,, = (l/Jab) Wrrs,br and observe that X is a Wiener 
process on D2. Define Z,, = (l/a) Y,,,,, for (s, t) in D,. It is sufficient o 
prove that Z,, has no G-K representation in terms of X,,, on D2. (The 
equation (I+ V) W,,, = Y,,, in the definition of a G-K representation is 
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preserved by the change of variable (u, u) = (as, bt) even though the 
covariances are changed.) 
Let S in B(L*(D,)) be the operator I-abP where P is the orthogonal 
projection on the span of 1 in L*(D,). The corresponding operator on 
RKHS(X) is S = I- abP where P denotes the orthogonal projection on the 
span of UU. (That is, S = U-‘SU where U: L*(D,) + RKHS(X) is defined 
by Ufb, t) = I:, j&f@, u) du do.1 
We claim that S is the operator on RKHS(X) which takes r( .;, s, t) 
to L(.,., s, t) where I and Iz are the reproducing kernels for X and Z, 
respectively. PT(z.4, u; s, t) = P((u A s)(u A t)) = ((u A s)(u A t), uu)uu 
(where the angular brackets denote the inner product in RKHS(X)) 
= UU(~;; 1;; Ico,s, x Co,r, (x, y) dy dx, f;1 f;; 1 dy dx) (where I9 denotes the 
indicator function of a set Y) = UU[I~~,~,, Co,r,, l] (where the square 
brackets denote the inner product in L*(&)) =stuu. Thus 
(z-a b P) r(u, U; S, t) = (U A S)(U A t) - abstuu = r&, U; S, t). 
From the characterization of mutually absolutely continuous Gaussian 
measures given in [7], we see that X and 2 induce measures P and Q on 
C[O, 1) to which Theorem 2 applies. Thus Theorem 4 will be established if 
we demonstrate that condition (2) of Theorem 2 is violated by the operator 
S. 
Let R, = rp(S”*P,, S”*) and Qt = rp(S1’2Pl,rS1/2). By elementary Hilbert 
space arguments it is seen that condition (2) is equivalent to R(Q,) 
= (R(Q,) n R(R,))@ (R(Q,)n R(R,)l), where M’ denotes the orthogonal 
complement of a subspace M. Fix (s, t) in (0, a) x (0,b) and let 
f=I [hll x [%I + 
abt(l-s) 
1 _ a b st hsl x COJI~ 
Define g = S”*J g # 0 because S is invertible and g E R(Q,) because 
f~ (P1,,S1’*). We wish to show that g is orthogonal to both R(Q,) n R(R,) 
and R(Q,) n R(R,)l and thus condition (2) fails. 
The most general element of R(Q,) n R(R,) is S1’*Ps,,u for u in L*(D,). 
(The most general element of R(Q,) is S1’2P,,lu and the most general 
element of R(R,) is S”*Ps,,u for u in L*(D,). If S”2Ps,1u = S1’*Ps,,u, then 
Pl,(u= P,,lu. Thus P,,u= P,,p, so the most general element of 
R(Q,)nR(R,) is S1’2Ps,tu.) We continue to use square brackets for the 
inner product in L*( D, ). 
cl?> s1’*ps,t4 = ix SPs,,ul 
’ =ss ’ (P,,tu)(x, y) dx 4 0 3
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+ 
a&(1-s) ’ J 
li 1 - abst o U’,,,uNx> Y) dx dv o 
(P,,,u)(x, y) dx dy dz dw = 0. 
Thus g is orthogonal to R(Q,)nR(R,). 
Now consider an arbitrary h in R(Q,) n R(R,)‘. h = S”*P,,,v for some v 
in L2(D2) and [h, S1’2Ps,l w] = 0 for all w in L’(L), ), that is, P,,, SP,,,v = 0 
a.e. Then 0= P,,(Z-ab P)P,,,v= P,,,v-P,,(ab~~~~v(x,y)dxdy). 
Denoting a b s;, sh u(x, y) dx dy by C, we have P,,<v = P,, C a.e. For t < 1, 
P,,C= Ps,l C implies C= 0, which in turn implies v(x, y) = 0 a.e. on 
[0, s] x [0, t]. Thus Pl,,v is supported on [s, l] x L-0, t]. Also, 
0 = J& Jh Y(X, v) dx dy = Jh Jh (Pl,,v)(x, y) dx dy. Denoting P,,,v by w, we see 
that the most general element of R(Q, ) n R(R,)%s S’/*w for w supported 
on [s, l] x [0, t] and w orthogonal to 1 in L2(D2). Notice that 
S1j2 = I- 1P where h = 1 - Jz. Because Pw = 0, we see that w is the 
most general element of R(Q,)nR(R,)l. 
c&T WI = CS”‘f, WI = C(Z-wL WI = u,, ,,x [0,1,, WI = Cl, WI = 
0. Thus g is orthogonal to both R(Q,)nR(R,)’ and R(Q,)nR(R,), so Q, 
and R, do not commute. This completes the proof. 1 
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